
Introduction 
Project Hollow Point integrates the Bullet Physics library into 

Unity 3D allowing physics calculations to be performed on 

the GPU. This increase both accuracy and sheer volume of 

calculations that can be simulated by Unity 3D. This plugin is 

designed to enhance functionality of Unity 3D with out sacri-

ficing portability or ease of use of Unity 3D. 
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The initialization phase is where bullet physics 

objects are created and registered to the   

physics world. This registration is invoked when  

Unity calls Awake() on any bullet physics       

object.  
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To maximize efficiency physics calculations are 

broken into smaller partial steps defined by the 

developer. This acts in conjunction with        

processing both the broad phase and narrow 

phase collision. This process will repeat until 

Unity process Input events and calls the Update  

function. Due to bullet objects not using Unity 

transforms the default physics calls are ignored. 

There is no guarantee that all of the partial 

steps will be calculated the final step will call be 

performed with any remaining time  as well as 

convert the bullet objects transform into a      

format that Unity can render. 

Since manipulating and creating these objects 

in the Unity Editor can be cumbersome custom 

editors and gizmos are created and rendered to 

make it easier for developers to create objects. 

Update Cycle 
The biggest challenge for project hollow point was to maintain synchronization  

between Unity 3D and the Bullet Physics Library. The following is a simplified   

breakdown of the approach used to accomplish this task.  


